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Introduction
24
Mindfulness has attracted considerable popular interest (Jha, 2013) 
51
The current study was designed to identify the role of emotion regulation and mental 52 habit in the putative relationship between mindfulness and reward driven eating behaviour. 53 The construct of 'mental habit' describes how we think (the process) rather than what we think 54 (the content) that is characterised by automaticity, lack of awareness, mental efficiency, lack of As dispositional mindfulness describes both an inherent capacity and the outcome of 75 cultivation through meditation practice, the current study includes analysis that compares 76 those with and without meditation experience, and self-reported mindfulness. Although self-reported weight and height were requested with the option to give either metric 164 or imperial scales, the provided values were inaccurate and judged unreliable 1 to calculate BMI. 165 In appreciation of participation, respondents were offered the opportunity to be entered into a 166 prize draw to win Amazon shopping vouchers, ranging in value from £20-£100 (or equivalent in 167 US dollars).
168
Meditation experience 169 Determining how much experience of meditation is enough for a group to be described as 
180
The relationship between these measures of meditation experience and psychological and 181 eating measures are shown in Table 3 . 82% of meditators said the term mindfulness was used 
Results
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Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients are displayed in Regulation; TFEQ-UE = Uncontrolled Eating; TFEQ-EE = Emotional Eating.
261
Differences between meditators and non-mediators
262
A series of independent samples t-tests were conducted to examine the differences 263 between meditators and non-meditators on the measured variables (see Table 2 ). Prior to 
